International Press
“Simply magical.” - New York Post (USA)
“A gripping journey around the world. . . Enthralling.” - La Stampa (Italy)
“This debut by a Frenchman, bien sûr, is summer’s most romantic read.” - Glamour (USA)
“Levy’s novels captivate you. It’s impossible to break out from under [his] spell.” - Bild am
Sonntag (Germany)
“Marc Levy’s novels are entertaining and wonderful.” - La Vanguardia (Spain)
“Great writers can create excellent stories from ordinary life, since common experiences and
feelings are not often easy to express. Marc Levy is truly a great writer.”- Beijing Youth Daily
(China)
“We must take our hat off to Marc Levy. . . He’s not afraid to discuss serious issues and to
experiment with genres and subject matter.” – Expert (Russia)
“Breathtaking.” - Gente (Italy)
“A great read, for men and women alike.” - Buchjournal (Germany)
“Marc Levy is a master of emotions.” - Augsburger Allgemeine (Germany)
“Marc Levy knows how to reach the hearts of millions of readers.” - La voz de Galicia (Spain)
“Highly recommended.” - Radio One (Germany)
“Marc Levy is an optimist – a man who still believes in second chances.” - La Razón (Spain)
“Don’t try to guess what’s going to happen next—you can’t. That’s why Marc Levy’s books are
so engrossing.”- Woman Space (Russia)
“Marc Levy must be a warm-hearted man who loves life very much; his novels bring back the
sweetest and most distant memories.” - China Book Business Report (China)
“A romantic comedy full of humor and tenderness.” - Il Tempo (Italy)
“Time and again, Marc Levy succeeds in captivating his readers and bringing them to tears.”
- Basler Zeitung (Germany)
“Marc Levy is a wonderful storyteller, and broaches serious matters with just a touch of irony.”
- La opinion de Málaga (Spain)

“Marc Levy’s books are poignant and full of love.” - MAXI (Germany)
“You want to reach out to your companion as soon as you finish reading.”- Komsomolskaya
Pravda (Russia)
“Marc Levy understands like no other how to speak to his readers’ emotions.”- Allgemeine
Zeitung (Germany)
“A modern fairy tale. . . A beautiful story that goes straight to the heart.” - frauenzimmer.de
(Germany)
“Vivid language, genuine emotion, and notes of humor. . . Marc Levy brings the reader such an
authentic, kind character that I want to superimpose my shadow over his so he will know what is
in my heart and understand me.” - Zhujiang Business Daily, on The Shadow Thief (China)
"All Those Things We Never Said is a modern tale of missed opportunities, strong feelings,
second chances, and turns of fortune, written with a casual, confident, and simply put, brilliant
style—a delight! . . . Not reading this book would mean missing out on a truly appealing, witty,
and highly entertaining read." - Literaturzirkel.eu (Germany)
“A wonderful story about the power of love.” - JOY (Germany)
“You’ve got to really read Levy’s books: not just skim over the lines, but ponder the written
words. Only then will you truly appreciate the story.” - Chitaem Vmeste (Russia)
“Marc Levy is charming and his writing will tug on your heartstrings.” - MAXI (Germany)

